SANCHAR NIGAM EXECUTIVES’ ASSOCIATION
Rajasthan Telecom Circle, Jaipur
No: SNEA/Raj/Corr./2018-2019/05

Date: 13.02.2019

To
The Chief General Manager
Rajasthan Telecom Circle, Jaipur
Sub: Request to address the pending issues.
Respected Sir,
We would like to express our solicit gratitude and draw your kind attention for redressal of
following issues: 1. Request of executives for own cost transfer : Request of the executives those who have completed two or more year service at the
stations where they are presently working and their own cost requests are entered in
request register shall be considered at an earliest.
Following executives have been completed more than 03 years service at the station
shown against their names:
S.N.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Name
of
the
Executives
Ajay Kumar Saini
H. N. Mahawar
P.K. Vijay
Desh Raj Gurjar
Anand Kr Parmar
Rakesh Mewara
Rajesh Choudhary

Designation
JTO
JTO
JTO
JTO
SDE
SDE
SDE

Working
Since
18.08.2015
1.02.2016
01.02.2016
31.03.2014
01.06.2015
30.03.2015
29.09.2014

Own Cost Request
From
To
Nagaur
Jaipur
Jhalawar
Kota
Jhalawar
Kota
Ajmer
Jaipur
Pali
Jodhpur
Bundi
CM Kota
Nagaur
Ajmer

It is also requested to kindly consider the request of executives who have completed
more then two years service at soft tenure stations, on obtaining the undertaking for not
claiming Circle break.
2. Own cost request of Sh. Susheel Choudhary JTO: Sh. Susheel Choudhary JTO (FTTH) working at JPTD. His younger brother has expired in
a train accident last year. His parents & grandparents are living at Ajmer. Nobody is
available at Ajmer for their look after. They all are serving in old age. His application for
own cost from JPTD to AJTD has already been recommended and forwarded
by JP SSA and same has also been apprised to your goodself, during earlier meetings.
Sir, kindly consider his request on humanitarian ground.
3. Own cost request of Sh. H S Gurjar DGM (F): Sh. H S Gurjar DGM (F) was transferred from CO, New Delhi to Rajasthan Circle on his
own cost& request,but he was posted at Bhilwada SSA. There after revised posting

order were issued for Alwar SSA, whereas his request is pending for posting as DGM (F)
at Jaipur SSA, due to his ill healthy condition. Sh. H S Gurjar DGM (F) is going to retire
after 15 months. Kindly consider his request to post him at Jaipur.
4. Paucity of funds: Sir, it is learnt from all the corners of Rajasthan Circle that payment of Temporary
Advance of field officers is not being made well in time, where as majority of field
officers has incurred expenditure from their own pocket and they are unable to carry out
their routine duties due to scarcity of money, even though implementation of court
orders couldn’t be executed and there are chances to contempt of court proceedings.
Deducted amount against GPF, TKSS, Loan/ EMI etc is not being transferred/ paid to the
proper head and thepenalty is being imposing by societies and banks on the borrowers
(employees) which caused serious annoyance to the employees.
Electric connection of BTS Sites, Exchanges and offices in most of the SSAs of Raj
Telecom Circle are being disconnecting by VVNL due to non-payment of bills by BSNL
well in time, which caused revenue losses in BSNL due to intermittent broadband/
mobile services during such block periods of electricity cut.
5. Proper arrangements for up-keepers, Security Guards & accounts person at
CSCs: A defined policy may got be framed for engaging up-keepers for maintaining the
services and retaining the subscribers,in view of decreasing field staff due to
superannuation and Security guards for proper safety of BSNL’s property and security
purposes .
It is also submitted thatJAO’s are required to be posted at Category–A CSCs in
Rajasthan Circle to maintain smooth cash flow, revenue generation and spot redressal of
billing complaints of the suscribers.
6. DPC for DE, SDE/AO, JTO/JAO instructor in RTTC Jaipur: It is pertinent to state that large number of instructor in different cadres in RTTC Jaipur
are working since long, Some of them are posted without selection through DPC. It is
brought to your kind notice that Sh. L N Goyal DE (GSM-Plg), O/o PGMTD Jaipur had
already been selected as instructor during the month of Nov-2017, but he couldn’t be
posted at RTTC Jaipur right now. It is therefore requested to kindly get conduct DPC for
selection of instructor in all these cadre significantly.

With kind regards.
s/d(S. R. Sharma)
Circle Secretary

